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22.2 Active and Passive Voice (Two Voices, Forming
the Tenses of Passive Verbs) • Practice 1

Two Voices Most verbs have two voices—the active and the passive. A verb is active when its subject
performs the action. A verb is passive when its subject does not perform the action.

TWO VOICES
Active Voice Passive Voice

Kenneth completed the job. The job was completed by Kenneth.
Ann interviewed the artist. The artist was interviewed by Ann.

Forming the Tenses of Passive Verbs A passive verb is made from a form of be plus a past
participle.

THE PASSIVE FORMS OF THE VERB SAVE
Tense Passive Form

Present it is saved
Past it was saved
Future it will be saved
Present Perfect it has been saved
Past Perfect it had been saved
Future Perfect it will have been saved

Exercise 1 Distinguishing Between Active and Passive Voice. On the line at the right identify
the verb in each sentence as active or passive.

EXAMPLE: These flowers were grown by my neighbor. passive

1. Peter built this model airplane.

2. The blue ceramic bowl was purchased by Arlene.

3. The chaotic scene was described by an eyewitness.

4. The decorator removed the painting from the wall.

5. A well-informed guide led us through the museum.

6. This event will be remembered for a long time.

7. Harvey took pictures of the graduation ceremony.

8. An amusing anecdote was told to me by my nephew.

9. The new student was introduced to the class.

10. Francis faced the crowd of people.

Exercise 2 Conjugating Verbs in the Passive Voice. Complete a short conjugation of the verbs
below in the passive voice. Use the pronouns indicated in parentheses.

find (with it) 1. ask (with he) 2. change (with it)
it is found

it was found

it will be found

it has been found

it had been found

it will have been found
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22.2 Active and Passive Voice (Two Voices, Forming
the Tenses of Passive Verbs) • Practice 2

Distinguishing Between Active and Passive Voice. Underline the verb or verb phrase in each of
the following sentences. Then identify the voice of the verb or verb phrase as either active or passive.

EXAMPLE: Those flowers were sent without a card. passive

1. Ted was hurt by Julie’s reaction to his song.

2. The play was pronounced a great success by the producer and the critics.

3. Unfortunately, nobody believed him.

4. That sapling was bent by last December’s unexpected ice storm.

5. Hot, tired, and out of breath, Kim finally reached the top of the Statue of

Liberty.

6. The desk clerk directed us to the hotel dining room.

7. The note was left in this bottle more than fifty years ago.

8. Simon jumped the fence into the lilac bush.

9. After a long wait, Jill was admitted to the club.

10. Sam befriended me on my first day here, more than five years ago.

11. We were enchanted by the sea.

12. Marion forgave Richard long ago for his foolishness.

13. The snow covered the rooftops.

14. Most of the requirements were fulfilled by Denise.

15. A quick glance was sent my way by Tracy.

16. Grandma left her fortune to charity.

17. Michael framed each and every one of those photographs.

18. She was erasing her errors.

19. Clara was given a special gift by her aunt.

20. June had ripped the wrapping paper from the package.

Exercise 1 Conjugating Verbs in the Passive Voice. Conjugate the following two verbs in the
passive voice. In each conjugation include the pronouns indicated in parentheses.

1. do (with it) 2. scold (with he)
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22.3 Glossary of Troublesome Verbs • Practice 1

Troublesome Verbs Study the principal parts of troublesome verbs. Learn to distinguish between the
meanings of confusing pairs of verbs.

INFORMATION ABOUT TROUBLESOME VERBS

1 Ain’t: Avoid using ain’t in both writing and speaking.

2 Burst: The present, past, and past participle of burst are all burst. Bust and busted are incorrect.

3 Did and Done: Did is used alone as a main verb. Done requires a helping verb such as have or

has.

4 Dragged and Drug: Drag is a regular verb. Drug is not one of its principal parts.

5 Drowned and Drownded: The past and past participle of drown is drowned. Drownded is

incorrect.

6 Gone and Went: Gone is the past participle of the verb go. Gone requires a helping verb such as

have or has. Went is the past of go and is never used with a helping verb.

7 Have and Of: Do not use of in place of the helping verb have.

8 Lay and Lie: Lay means “to put” or “to place.” It is followed by a direct object. Lie means “to rest

in a reclining position” or “to be situated.” It is never followed by a direct object.

9 Learn and Teach: Learn means “to receive knowledge.” Teach means “to give knowledge.”

10 Leave and Let: Leave means “to allow to remain.” Let means “to permit.”

Exercise 1 Using Troublesome Verbs Correctly. Circle the verb in the parentheses that
correctly completes each sentence.

EXAMPLE: We had (went, gonegone ) to the park with Karen.

1. We (ain’t, aren’t) ready to begin.

2. Have you (dragged, drug) this scarf through the mud?

3. The lifeguard saved the swimmer before she (drownded, drowned).

4. I could (of, have) listened to that music for hours.

5. Where have I (laid, lay) my briefcase?

6. When the balloon (busted, burst), I was startled.

7. I want Cindy to (learn, teach) me how to make a quilt.

8. The cost of living has (risen, raised) sharply.

9. (Let, Leave) me finish what I am doing.

10. Joseph (did, done) his homework before dinner.

Exercise 2 Using Troublesome Verbs in Sentences. Use each verb listed below in a sentence.

EXAMPLE: sneaked
The burglars sneaked through the empty house.

1. drowned

2. done

3. dragged

4. lay

5. learn
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22.3 Glossary of Troublesome Verbs • Practice 2

Exercise 1 Avoiding Problems with Troublesome Verbs. For each of the following sentences,
write the correct verb from the choices in parentheses.

EXAMPLE: Amelia Earhart did what few other people dared to do. (did, done)

1. The child his stuffed bear across the playground. (dragged, drug)

2. you finished with your homework yet? (Ain’t, Aren’t)

3. The happy guests into the dining room. (busted, burst)

4. The patriot said, “I my best for my country.” (done, did)

5. Her answer was in catcalls. (drowned, drownded)

6. My bicycle is and can’t be fixed. (busted, broken)

7. You look like something the cat in. (drug, dragged)

8. The workers everything on our list. (done, have done)

9. It right to drop pennies from tall buildings. (ain’t, isn’t)

10. The weak swimmer almost in the brutal current. (drowned, drownded)

Exercise 2 Avoiding Problems with Troublesome Verbs. For each of the following sentences,
write the correct verb from the choices in parentheses.

1. Ms. Barker should given us more time to finish that job. (of, have)

2. When we left, we a blanket over the antique chair to protect it. (lay, laid)

3. I wish you would me how to water-ski. (learn, teach)

4. your brother alone! (Let, Leave)

5. him go! (Let, Leave)

6. My mother would have to college if she had had the money. (went, gone)

7. Children, still until I call you. (lie, lay)

8. I am going to myself how to cook in a Chinese Wok. (teach, learn)

9. You should seen your face when they called out your name. (of, have)

10. They away without saying goodbye. (went, gone)

Exercise 3 Avoiding Problems with Troublesome Verbs. For each of the following sentences,
write the correct verb from the choices in parentheses.

1. The beam isn’t balanced; your end a little bit. (rise, raise)

2. We down to a delicious lobster dinner. (set, sat)

3. The space shot was the most spectacular thing I’ve ever . (saw, seen)

4. He pointed to the carrot and , “Let’s feed the rabbit.” (said, says)

5. Harriet and Shirley back to the wings of the theater. (snuck, sneaked)

6. He was proud that I how well he did. (seen, saw)

7. Then the witch smiled and , “Look, I’ll take a bite of the apple myself.”

(says, said)

8. “ the bird cage in that corner, please.” (Sit, Set)

9. Inflation occurs when prices . (raise, rise)

10. Allen a look at his birthday presents. (snuck, sneaked)
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23.1 Cases of Personal Pronouns (Three Cases)
• Practice 1

Three Cases The relation between a pronoun’s form and its use in a sentence is known as case. English
has three cases: nominative, objective, and possessive

THE THREE CASES OF PERSONAL PRONOUNS
Case Pronoun Forms Uses in Sentences

Nominative I, we; you; he, she, it, they Subject of a Verb
Predicate Pronoun

Objective me, us; you; him, her, it, them Direct Object
Indirect Object
Object of a Preposition

Possessive my, mine, our, ours; your, yours, his, To Show Ownership
her, hers, its, their, theirs

Exercise 1 Determining Case. On the lines at the right write the case of the underlined
personal pronoun in each sentence below.

EXAMPLE: They urged Louise to accept the job. nominative

1. It was I who delivered the message.

2. The members of the club elected him president.

3. Is this jacket yours?

4. She redecorated the room.

5. Please show us the letter.

6. A woman with a large hat sat in front of me.

7. The person in charge is he.

8. Their home is in Indiana.

9. Mine is the umbrella with the blue handle.

10. The orchestra played a song for them.

Exercise 2 Identifying Case and Use. Write the case of each underlined pronoun. Then write
its use.

EXAMPLE: He met the new instructor. nominative subject of a verb

1. The blue sedan is ours.

2. They made an important announcement.

3. Madeline showed me the photograph.

4. Neil recognized them immediately.

5. His ideas are quite original.

6. The first speaker will be she.

7. Sandra sat down beside me.

8. Donna lent Jane her suitcase.

9. Rachel and I played tennis yesterday.

10. Patrick sent Bill and me tickets to the show.
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23.1 Cases of Personal Pronouns (Three Cases)
• Practice 2

Exercise 1 Identifying Case. Write the case of the personal pronouns that are underlined in
the following sentences.

EXAMPLE: Melvin left the theater without us. objective

1. His photograph was awarded second prize.

2. Frances wrote me about the party for Vickie.

3. The first actors onstage will be he and I.

4. The collie caught the Frisbee and ran away with it.

5. Lauren and I haven’t finished the kite yet.

6. As soon as the lights came on, Rennie saw them.

7. Uncle Norma forgave us for playing that band’s music.

8. According to your count, how many people came to the second

performance?

9. Unfortunately, he was the last person to leave the house.

10. Don’t tell me any more bad news.

11. Their furniture needs refinishing.

12. Tina gave us plenty of time to prepare for the surprise.

13. Those letters belong to him and me.

14. That jar of buttons is mine.

15. Would you like an invitation to the dance?

Exercise 2 Identifying Pronoun Case and Use. Write the case of the underlined pronoun.
Then write its use.

EXAMPLE: How many of you would like to enter a talent contest? objective object of a preposition

1. She and I have worked out a plan.

2. This is my book, and that one is yours.

3. Their house is being repainted this weekend.

4. Should we bring some form of identification?

5. Did he give you permission to attend the play?

6. Marla asked him a very personal question.

7. The person at the counter is she.

8. I heard him quite clearly.

9. The mail carrier has an envelope for you.

10. Please give him one of these pears.

11. Does your dog bite?

12. That is not my dog.

13. What a show! Have you seen it yet?

14. She doesn’t know how important this is.

15. I dropped off the dry cleaning for her.
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23 Cases of Personal Pronouns (The Possessive
Case) • Practice 2

Exercise 1 Using Pronouns in the Possessive Case. For each of the following sentences, write
the correct word from the choices in parentheses.

1. exceptional voice brought Len to the conductor’s attention. (His, His’)

2. The chimpanzee and master walk in the park each day. (it’s, its)

3. I will never understand joy in working on a stamp collection. (you, your)

4. The bicycles were . (theirs, their’s)

5. last letter to him was ten pages long. (My, Me)

6. You may use this room while is being painted. (your’s, yours)

7. The album was clearly . (hers, her’s)

8. The bird was so friendly that chirps ceased to irritate us. (its, it’s)

9. George grabbed the pie and yelled, “ mine!” (Its, It’s)

10. Fred now felt he could call the house of his host own. (his’, his)

Exercise 2 Checking the Case of Personal Pronouns. Identify each pronoun error and write
the correct form. For sentences without any errors, write correct.

EXAMPLE: I sent invitations to Jeremy and he. he, him

1. The lion in the center ring kept looking at her and me.

2. Donald gave no real reason for leaving his’ suitcase in the station.

3. This room and it’s furnishings were designed by my uncle’s firm.

4. He will probably decide to sit between you and I at the concert.

5. The flowers wilting in the heat are theirs.

6. The person on the other end of the line was him.

7. Harry, Jessie, and me worked all afternoon.

8. We will never forget the way that you told that joke.

9. The students finally chosen were they and us.

10. These books used to be Regina’s, but now they are your’s.

Writing Application Using Pronouns Correctly. Use each of the following pronouns in a
sentence of your own according to the instructions in parentheses.

1. us and them (with a preposition)

2. he and I (as predicate pronouns)

3. its (to show possession)

4. your (to show possession)

5. her (as an indirect object)
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23 Cases of Personal Pronouns (The Possessive
Case) • Practice 1

The Possessive Case Use the possessive case of personal pronouns before nouns to show possession.
Use certain personal pronouns by themselves to indicate possession. Personal pronouns in the possessive
case are never written with apostrophes.

USES OF THE POSSESSIVE CASE

Before Nouns His brother plays the clarinet.
Can you come to our house?

By Themselves Mine is the gray suitcase.
Is that notebook yours?

Exercise 1 Using Possessive Pronouns. Circle the correct word from the choices in parentheses

EXAMPLE: (Their’s, TheirsTheirs ) are the skis in the corner.

1. Is (your’s, yours) the gray cap on the sofa?

2. The kitten was playing with (its, it’s) favorite toy.

3. (Hers, Her’s) was an exceptionally interesting childhood.

4. I always enjoy (you’re, your) Sunday dinners.

5. Thomas brought (his, his’) radio to the beach.

6. (It’s, Its) too early to know for sure.

7. One of (me, my) favorite movies is on television tonight.

8. This store claims that (their’s, theirs) are the lowest prices.

9. (They’re, Their) first business venture was a great success.

10. The final decision is (your’s, yours).

Exercise 2 Using the Three Cases of Personal Pronouns. Circle the correct word from the
choices in parentheses.

EXAMPLE: The senator and ( hehe , him) spoke to the committee.

1. It must have been (them, they) who sent me this gift.

2. We expect Barbara and (he, him) to arrive shortly.

3. Grace and (me, I) explored the area.

4. No one listened to Donald and (me, I).

5. The composer of the song I am playing is (he, him).

6. (Their’s, Theirs) is a productive collaboration.

7. Can the hotel accommodate them and (us, we)?

8. The Turners and (we, us) went to the theater.

9. The dog wagged (it’s, its) tail as his master appeared.

10. The attorney asked Eugene and (me, I) some questions.
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23 Cases of Personal Pronouns (The Nominative
Case, The Objective Case) • Practice 1

The Nominative Case Use a personal pronoun in the nominative case (1) as the subject of a verb or
(2) as a predicate pronoun.

USES OF THE NOMINATIVE CASE

Subject of a Verb They are expecting a package.
After school Ralph and he headed for home.

Predicate Pronoun The chairperson will be she.

The Objective Case Use a personal pronoun in the objective case as (1) a direct object, (2) an indirect
object, or (3) the object of a preposition.

USES OF THE OBJECTIVE CASE

Direct Object I admire him.
Deborah met Tom and her in the gym.

Indirect Object The usher handed them a program.
Object of a Preposition Alice sat beside her.

Do not leave without Michael and me.

Exercise 1 Using Nominative Pronouns. Fill in each blank with a nominative pronoun. Then
write how the pronoun is used in the sentence.

EXAMPLE: You can accompany me to the museum. subject of a verb

1. Since this morning, has been reading.

2. Henry and took a walk together.

3. The most outstanding dancer in the class is .

4. Carefully, moved the priceless antique statue.

5. According to the plan, will meet in Chicago.

6. The scientist who made the discovery is .

7. It was who answered the telephone.

8. The Robinsons and vacationed in Colorado.

9. The losers will probably be John and .

10. The film reviewers are Nancy and .

Exercise 2 Using Objective Pronouns. Fill in each blank with an objective pronoun. Then write
how the pronoun is used in the sentence.

EXAMPLE: A friend introduced us . direct object

1. I have not seen for a long time.

2. We enjoy having people around .

3. The speaker’s arguments convinced .

4. Alexandra showed her latest drawings.

5. The younger children sat in front of .

6. The artist painted a picture.

7. During the conference, we sat opposite .

8. The hostess thanked for the gift.

9. Daniel wrote a note last week.

10. Carol is playing against in the semifinals.
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23 Cases of Who and Whom • Practice 1

Separate Uses in Sentences Who is a pronoun in the nominative case. Like other nominative
pronouns, who is used as the subject of a verb.

USING WHO

The Subject of a Question Who finished first?
The Subject of a Subordinate Clause I met the woman who directs the recreation

program here.

Whom is a pronoun in the objective case. Like other objective pronouns, whom is used (1) as the direct
object of a verb or (2) as the object of a preposition.

USING WHOM

The Direct Object of a Verb Whom did she ask to return?
It was William whom they interviewed.

The Object of a Preposition To whom shall I address this note?
Here is the artist about whom I was speaking.

Exercise 1 Using Who and Whom. Write who or whom in each blank below.

EXAMPLE: Ronald after whom do I speak?

1. Beside are you sitting?

2. Have you met the pilot is flying the plane?

3. For are we waiting?

4. The actor the critics selected received an award.

5. Tell me the name of the congressman you are describing.

6. You recommended for the job?

7. drew this cartoon?

8. Everyone we polled agreed with us.

9. Alfred Hitchcock is the filmmaker he most admires.

10. has traveled through the most states?

Exercise 2 Choosing the Correct Form and Use of Who and Whom. Circle the correct form
of the pronoun in parentheses. Then write the number that describes how the pronoun is used in the
sentence: 1 (subject of a question); 2 (subject of a subordinate clause); 3 (direct object of a verb); 4

(object of a preposition).

EXAMPLE: She is the author ( whowho , whom) wrote this novel. 2

1. (Who, Whom) received the most votes?

2. (Who, Whom) have they nominated for secretary?

3. With (who, whom) are you having lunch?

4. Michael is the runner (who, whom) came in first.

5. (Who, Whom) besides you can’t find his notebook?

6. John was the person (who, whom) they sent to California.

7. Mary is the one (who, whom) represents us on the student council.

8. (Who, Whom) in the first act has the most lines?

9. I photographed the man (who, whom) works with my father.

10. Alan is the person to (who, whom) he dedicated his first book.
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23 Cases of Who and Whom • Practice 2

Exercise 1 Using Who and Whom in Questions. For each of the following sentences, write the
correct pronoun from the choices given in parentheses.

EXAMPLE: Whom did you ask to the party? (Who, Whom)

1. To were you just speaking? (who, whom)

2. among us has met a famous person? (Who, Whom)

3. This article was written by ? (who, whom)

4. were you helping in the cafeteria the other day? (Who, Whom)

5. Of the two, is more capable? (who, whom)

6. is your favorite singer? (Who, Whom)

7. wouldn’t know you, even in that disguise? (Who, Whom)

8. did she leave with the children? (Who, Whom)

9. For should I ask at the Governor’s office? (who, whom)

10. in this group could be at the theater by seven o’clock? (Who, Whom)

Exercise 2 Using Who and Whom in Subordinate Clauses. Underline the subordinate clause
in each of the following sentence. Then indicate the way in which who or whom is being used in the
subordinate clause.

EXAMPLE: What is the name of the person who is calling ? subject

1. My sister Emily, for whom I wrote this poem, is hiding in the maple tree.

2. I know the singer who performed at your party.

3. I can introduce you to Walter, whom you have been admiring from afar.

4. We were eager to meet the woman who will be our candidate.

5. Guess the name of the person who told me that.

6. Give it to the person in whom you place the most trust.

7. Guess what happened to the man whom we met in the lobby at intermission.

8. Gil is one person in whom I have absolute confidence.

9. Please don’t invite the person who spilled the coffee last time.

10. I asked Jim to tell me the name of the person who wrote the limerick.

Writing Application Writing Sentences with Who and Whom. Write five original
sentences, each using who or whom according to the instructions given in parentheses.

1. who (as subject in a question)

2. whom (as direct object in a question)

3. who (as subject in a subordinate clause)

4. whom (as direct object in a subordinate clause)

5. whom (as direct object of a preposition in a subordinate clause)
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24.1 Agreement Between Subjects and Verbs
(Agreement with Singular and Plural Subjects) • Practice 1

Agreement With Singular and Plural Subjects A singular subject requires a singular verb. A
plural subject requires a plural verb.

AGREEMENT BETWEEN SUBJECTS AND VERBS
Singular Plural

Our car usually starts easily. The students play basketball on Thursdays.

Jean collects antique furniture. According to the newspaper, leaders are meeting in
Washington.

When a prepositional phrase comes between a subject and its verb, it does not affect subject-verb
agreement.

A PREPOSITIONAL PHRASE
SEPARATING A SUBJECT AND ITS VERB

That book of riddles amuses me.

The magazines on this shelf belong to me.

Exercise 1 Recognizing Subject-Verb Agreement. Underline the subject of each sentence
once. Then select the verb in parentheses that agrees with this subject and underline it twice.

EXAMPLE: The customers on the long line (wait, waits) patiently.

1. A delivery of eggs (arrive, arrives) early each morning.

2. The cafeteria (open, opens) at noon.

3. The tree near the tulips (shade, shades) the porch.

4. That old train station (looks, look) very familiar.

5. My aunt usually (send, sends) me a picture post card when she travels.

6. The invitations to the party (is, are) ready to send.

7. The children (walk, walks) to the meadow each day.

8. The people on the crowded street (rush, rushes) home.

9. Our weekly meetings (begin, begins) at 7:30 P.M.

10. The animals in the show (belong, belongs) to members of our club.

Exercise 2 Selecting Verbs that Agree with Singular and Plural Subjects. For each sentence,
underline the verb in parentheses that agrees with the subject. Then label the sentence S if the subject
is singular and P if the subject is plural.

EXAMPLE: The chairs in the auditorium (is, are) new. P

1. The members of the committee (speaks, speak) to us today.

2. The barn across from the stables (belong, belongs) to us.

3. Several men (assist, assists) us in the shop.

4. A cabinet filled with trophies (stand, stands) in the corner.

5. The tourists on the bus (admire, admires) the scenery.

6. The paintings along this wall (is, are) family portraits.

7. His idea really (interest, interests) me.

8. His plans to travel to Peru (sound, sounds) exciting.

9. The houses along the shore (is, are) vacant now.

10. The designer of all this clothing (live, lives) in Paris.
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24.1 Agreement Between Subjects and Verbs
(Agreement with Singular and Plural Subjects) • Practice 2

Exercise 1 Making Verbs Agree with Singular and Plural Subjects. For each of the following
sentences, underline the correct verb of the two shown in parentheses.

EXAMPLE: The books on the shelf (was, were) dogeared.

1. The wind always (makes, make) the screen door rattle during the summer.

2. The keys to our house (is, are) on a ring just inside the garage.

3. The geese (migrates, migrate) north every year at this time.

4. My friends never (knows, know) what I will do next.

5. A famous painting of those trees and windmills (hangs, hang) in the art museum.

6. The parents of my best friend (has, have) invited me to the ballet.

7. The silence (was, were) deafening after the prosecution rested its case.

8. The secret of her many successes (lies, lie) in her diligence.

9. Red roses on a white wooden trellis (blooms, bloom) in my aunt’s lovely garden.

10. The child with two sets of grandparents (enjoys, enjoy) the attention of many doting adults.

11. The owner of the three dogs (hesitate, hesitates) before ringing the doorbell.

12. The bees from the disturbed hive (buzz, buzzes) angrily around David’s head.

13. The peasants from that village (grind, grinds) corn by hand.

14. The dogs in the neighbors’ yard (growl, growls) at the baby.

15. The active two-year-old near the swings (cause, causes) the accident.

Exercise 2 Making Verbs Agree with Singular and Plural Subjects. For each sentence,
underline the subject once, and underline the verb that agrees with the subject twice. Then label the
sentence S if the subject is singular and P is the subject is plural.

EXAMPLE: The train (waits, wait) for only five minutes at this station. S

1. A clattering sound on the roof (startle, startles) Mr. Malloy.

2. Our victory over all the other teams (is, are) unexpected.

3. The newspapers (give, gives) more details than I care to read.

4. The girls’ project (earn, earns) them a very good grade.

5. The ostrich at the zoo (miss, misses) its natural home.

6. Two painters (need, needs) two days to complete the job.

7. The astronomers at the observatory (discover, discovers) another galaxy.

8. For obvious reasons, the children (play, plays) inside today.

9. The parrots in that large cage (squawk, squawks) at strangers.

10. Magnets (attract, attracts) steel but not plastic.

11. The medals on the old soldier’s uniform (were, was) quite impressive.

12. The mellow tones of the dance band (fill, fills) the air.

13. Two lizards on one warm rock (sun, suns) themselves.

14. One measure of this powder (make, makes) a gallon of juice.

15. The liquid in these bottles (come, comes) from that vat.
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24.1 Special Problems with Subject-Verb
Agreement • Practice 1

Agreement in Sentences with Unusual Word Order When a subject follows a verb, they still must
agree in number.

SENTENCES WITH INVERTED WORD ORDER

In this envelope are several newspaper clippings.

There were two letters on my desk.

Here are the photographs I took at the beach.

Where are the tickets to the concert?

Agreement with Indefinite Pronouns An indefinite pronoun used as a subject must agree with its
verb. Some indefinite subjects are always singular. Other indefinite pronouns are always plural. Still other
indefinite pronouns can be either singular or plural depending on the number of the pronoun’s antecedent.

INDEFINITE PRONOUNS
Always Singular Always Plural Singular or Plural

anyone somebody each both many all most
everybody someone no one few others any none
everything something one more some

Exercise 1 Recognizing Subject-Verb Agreement in Sentences with Inverted Word
Order. Underline the subject in each sentence. Then circle the verb in parentheses that agrees
with it.

EXAMPLE: Across from the park ( standstand , stands) the buses.

1. Inside this box (is, are) important papers.

2. There (was, were) many paintings on the walls.

3. When (is, are) the next Giants game?

4. Along the winding roads (walk, walks) the traveler.

5. Around the corner (is, are) a new boutique.

6. Here (is, are) four samples I want you to examine.

7. What (is, are) the names of the senators on the committee?

8. Who (is, are) the leading candidate for governor?

9. There (is, are) the elevator that goes to the top floor.

10. Here on the left (is, are) the horses they usually ride.

Exercise 2 Making Indefinite Pronouns and Verbs Agree. Underline the verb in parentheses
that best completes each sentence.

EXAMPLE: No one (expects, expect) this warm weather to last.

1. Each of the problems (was, were) solved.

2. Few of the participants (remember, remembers) the incident.

3. All of his pets (demand, demands) a great deal of attention.

4. Everything stated in these reports (appears, appear) to be correct.

5. Both of the writers (agree, agrees) that we need to make changes.
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24.1 Special Problems with Subject-Verb
Agreement • Practice 2

Exercise 1 Checking Agreement in Sentences with Inverted Word Order. Underline the
subject from each of the following sentences. Then write the correct verb from the choices in
parentheses.

EXAMPLE: There are the missing giraffes. (is, are)

1. Where in your desk your green pens? (is, are)

2. High above other skyscrapers the Empire State Building. (looms, loom)

3. Here the letter I mentioned to you. (is, are)

4. Why all three outfielders looking the wrong way? (is, are)

5. There many possible reasons for their behavior. (is, are)

6. Crawling behind the sofa two loudly giggling children. (was, were)

7. Here in this box several toys from my childhood. (is, are)

8. How often he manage to take a break from his responsibilities? (does, do)

9. How silently and softly the rain. (falls, fall)

10. There no excuses for such table manners. (is, are)

Exercise 2 Checking Agreement with Indefinite Pronouns. For each of the following
sentences, write the correct verb from the choices in parentheses.

EXAMPLE: All of the trees in the garden were swaying in the wind. (was, were)

1. Both of you well enough to enter the essay contest. (writes, write)

2. Everyone the day the emergency sprinklers flooded our classroom with
six inches of water. (remembers, remember)

3. Most of the movie shown at the wrong speed. (was, were)

4. Some of the students to school. (drive, drives)

5. Few of those classroom television sets properly. (works, work)

6. Most of the books we read our knowledge of the world. (expands, expand)

7. any of them play on the junior high field hockey team? (Does, Do)

8. Some of the bread stale. (feels, feel)

9. Each of you to receive the good citizenship award. (deserves, deserve)

10. All of the subjects in the paper been researched thoroughly. (has, have)

Exercise 3 Checking Special Problems in Agreement. For each of the following sentences,
write the correct verb from the choices in parentheses.

EXAMPLE: Here are the rings you asked to see. (is, are)

1. Most of the students to every session. (comes, come)

2. Some of the tourists speak English. (doesn’t, don’t)

3. Over the roof and down the pillar the ivy. (creeps, creep)

4. Each of the boys with both oils and watercolors. (paints, paint)

5. Here the missing report and the book. (is, are)
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24.2 Agreement Between Pronouns and
Antecedents • Practice 1

Making Personal Pronouns and Antecedents Agree A personal pronoun must agree with its
antecedent in person and number. Avoid shifts in person. Never use you to refer to the person you are
writing about. Avoid shifts in number. Use a singular personal pronoun to refer to two or more singular
antecedents joined by or or nor.

PRONOUN-ANTECEDENT AGREEMENT

William left his football here. 

Either Rebecca or Judith will show her designs. 

Bruce and Edward have passed their examinations. 

Agreement Between Personal Pronouns and Indefinite Pronouns Use a singular personal
pronoun when the antecedent is a singular indefinite pronoun.

AGREEMENT WITH INDEFINITE PRONOUNS

Each of the actors supplies his or her own costume. 

Take one of these forms and mail it back to me. 

Neither of the automobiles is in its correct spot. 

Exercise 1 Writing Personal Pronouns That Agree with Antecedents. Complete each
sentence with an appropriate personal pronoun.

EXAMPLE: After the presentation, each student returned to his or her seat.

1. Either Mary or Ellen will lend you camera.

2. The doctor and his wife signed names to the petition.

3. Neither Stephen or James remembered to bring football.

4. The desk has a calendar and a pencil sharpener on .

5. The cat, awakened by the noise, opened eyes.

6. My parents want me to write to often while I am away.

7. Gabriel said had never seen such an exciting movie.

8. The girls explored the area on bicycles.

9. Margaret explained why decided to study Latin.

10. Kenneth welcomed cousins when they arrived.

Exercise 2 Choosing Personal Pronouns That Agree with Indefinite Pronouns. Underline
the pronoun in parentheses that correctly completes each sentence below.

1. Everyone on the committee completed (his or her, their) research.

2. Both of the generals are in (his, their) uniforms.

3. See if either of the girls wants (her, their) lesson now.

4. Every camper brought (his or her, their) own gear.

5. Everything in the museum is in (its, their) proper place.
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24.2 Agreement Between Pronouns and
Antecedents • Practice 2

Exercise 1 Making Pronouns and Antecedents Agree. Rewrite each of the following
sentences, filling in the blank with an appropriate pronoun.

EXAMPLE: The trees had dropped their leaves all over the brick path.

1. Philip and Carla were proud of new kitchen.

2. Each boy on the soccer team had own special memories of the game.

3. The people in the park all seemed to have smiles on faces.

4. Julie is going to Japan, a country has always wanted to visit.

5. Paul would never forget day at the fair.

6. The poodle, a new mother, was carefully guarding litter.

7. Either Sarah or Susan will certainly remember to bring book.

8. The three children were proudly wearing new boots.

9. All travelers can benefit from planning trips ahead of time.

10. Neither Ian nor Peter was sure about answer on the test.

Exercise 2 Avoiding Shifts in Person and Number. Each of the following sentences contains a
single error in pronoun-antecedent agreement. Rewrite each sentence correctly, underlining the
pronoun that you have changed and its antecedent.

EXAMPLE: Bill wants to know where you can go to study art.
Bill wants to know where he can go to study art.

1. Alex has put together a racing bike you couldn’t buy in a store.

2. Neither Caroline nor Leah has decided whether they can come to the party.

3. All Brownie leaders should gather with her troops at 3:15.

4. Each bronco tried their luck at unseating the champion.

5. Jill is going to a clinic where you can get a flu immunization shot.

Exercise 3 Making Personal Pronouns and Indefinite Pronouns Agree. For each of the
following sentences, choose the correct pronoun from the choices in parentheses and write it in the
blank.

EXAMPLE: Each of the boys has his money in hand. (his, their)

1. Neither of the parakeets has eaten food. (its, their)

2. Not one of the apples had fallen from branch. (its, their)

3. Give each of the girls a lab coat of own. (her, their)

4. Several of the players were eating lunches. (his, their)

5. Fortunately, each of the books was filed in correct location. (its, their)
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